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Welcome to Wikidata, a new kid on the block

Welcome to Wikidata

the free knowledge base with 23,660,780 data items that anyone can edit.
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Welcome!

Wikidata is a free and open knowledge base that can be read and edited by both humans and machines.

Learn about data

Now to the wonderful world of data? Develop and improve your data literacy through content designed to get you up to speed and feeling comfortable with the fundamentals in no time.
What is the quality? What about references?
What about # of statements per item?
Mountainous landscape with waterfall (Q17320343)

painting by Jacob Isaacksz. van Ruisdael

Other properties

- described by source: Catalog of the paintings on show at the Rijksmuseum in 1956 paperback catalog of paintings sold separately, but published with album pages
- genre: landscape art
- country: Netherlands
- creator: Jacob van Ruisdael (Dutch painter and engraver)
- depicts: waterfall
- material used: canvas, extensively honey-dyed plain weave linen (app. 2 mm), painting medium [olive oil paint, slow-drying paint]
- collection: Rijksmuseum

External sources

- Bildindex der Kunstdokumentation und Architektur depicts
- Iconclass classification: 2SH11, 2SH216
- Europeana: 2021608/dispacher_aspx_act
- Others: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam Museum
Unreferenced statements in this item
Wikidata item for “mountain” (detail)
Share your data! Some useful links:

• https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Data_donation
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Flemish_art_collections,_Wikidata_and_Linked_Open_Data/Whitepaper
https://tools.wmflabs.org/mix-n-match/

• https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17320343
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q8502
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1256
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1257

• https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings